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Abstract

Despite impressive performance on stan-
dard benchmarks, natural language process-
ing (NLP) models are often brittle when de-
ployed in real-world systems. In this work,
we identify challenges with evaluating NLP
systems and propose a solution in the form of

Robustness Gym (RG),1 a simple and ex-
tensible evaluation toolkit that unifies 4 stan-
dard evaluation paradigms: subpopulations,
transformations, evaluation sets, and adver-
sarial attacks. By providing a common plat-
form for evaluation, RG enables practitioners
to compare results from disparate evaluation
paradigms with a single click, and to easily de-
velop and share novel evaluation methods using
a built-in set of abstractions. Robustness Gym
is under active development and we welcome
feedback & contributions from the community.

1 Introduction

Advances in natural language processing (NLP)
have led to models that achieve high test accuracy
on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
data. However, analyses suggest that models are
not robust to data corruptions (Belinkov and Bisk,
2018), distribution shifts (Hendrycks et al., 2020;
Miller et al., 2020), and harmful data manipula-
tions (Jia and Liang, 2017), and rely on spuri-
ous patterns (McCoy et al., 2019b). In practice,
these vulnerabilities hinder deployment of trust-
worthy systems, as seen in public-use systems that
were later revealed to be systematically biased,
such as chatbots (Stuart-Ulin, 2018) and recruit-
ing tools (Hamilton, 2018).

While practitioners know of these problems, it
remains common to evaluate solely on i.i.d. data.
Ideally, the goal of evaluation is to perform a broad

∗E-mail: kgoel@cs.stanford.edu
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1 https://github.com/robustness-gym/
robustness-gym

assessment of a model’s capabilities on the types
of examples that it is likely to see when deployed.
This process is complex for practitioners, since ex-
isting tools cater to a specialized set of evaluations
for a task, and provide no clear way to leverage or
share findings from prior evaluations. Thus, current
evaluation practices face two challenges:

1. Idiomatic lock-in (Section 2.1). We identify
4 distinct evaluation types or idioms supported
by existing tools and research – subpopulations,
transformations, adversarial attacks and evalu-
ation sets. Existing tools use bespoke abstrac-
tions to serve a subset of these idioms (e.g., ad-
versarial attacks on words), requiring users to
glue together tools to perform a broad evaluation
that mixes idioms.

2. Workflow fragmentation (Section 2.2). As
practitioners evaluate, they need to save
progress, report findings and collaborate to un-
derstand model behavior. Existing solutions
to save progress are tool- and idiom-specific,
lack versioning, and provide limited support for
sharing. Existing reporting templates are free-
form, and have not successfully incentivized
users to report findings e.g. only 6% of Hug-
gingface (Wolf et al., 2020b) models report eval-
uation information.

In response to these challenges, we introduce Ro-
bustness Gym (RG), a simple, extensible and uni-
fied toolkit for evaluating robustness and sharing
findings (Figure 1). RG users can:

1. Create slices (Section 3.1) of data in RG. Each
slice is a collection of examples, built using
one or more evaluation idioms. RG scaffolds
users in a two-stage workflow, separating the
storage of side-information about examples
(CachedOperation) from the nuts and bolts of
programmatically building slices using this in-
formation (SliceBuilder). This workflow helps

kgoel@cs.stanford.edu
https://github.com/robustness-gym/robustness-gym
https://github.com/robustness-gym/robustness-gym
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Type Instantiation Examples
R

ul
e-

ba
se

d Filters
HasPhrase Subpopulation that contains negation.
HasLength Subpopulation that is in the {X} percentile for length.
Position Subpopulation that contains {TOKEN} in position {N}.

Logic
IFTTT recipes If example ends in {ING} then transform with backtranslation.
Symmetry Switch the first and last sentences of a source document to create a new eval set.
Consistency Adding “aaaabbbb" at the end of every example as a form of attack.

Template Checklist Generate new eval set using examples of the form “I {NEGATION} {POS_VERB}.”

M
ac

hi
ne

Classifier HasScore Subpopulation with perplexity {>X} based on a LM.
HasTopic Subpopulation belonging to a certain topic.

Tagger* POS Subpopulation that contains {POS_NOUN} in position {N}.
NER Subpopulation that contains entity names with non-English origin.
SRL Subpopulation where there is no {AGENT}.
Coref Subpopulation that contains the pronouns for a particular gender.

Parser* Constituency Transform with all complete subtrees of {POS_VP} in the input.
Dependency Subpopulation that has at least 2 {POS_NP} dependent on {POS_VP}.

Generative Backtranslation Using a seq2seq model for transformation using backtranslation.
Few-shot Using GPT3 like models for creating synthetic eval sets.

Perturbation Paraphrasing Synonym substitution using EDA.
TextAttack Perturbing input using TextAttack recipes.

H
um

an
or

H
um

an
-i

n-
th

e-
lo

op

Filtering Figurative text Using humans to identify subpopulation that contains sarcasm.

Curation Evaluation sets Building datasets like ANLI, Contrast sets, HANS, etc.
Data validation Using human-in-the-loop for label verification.

Adversarial Invariant Perturbing text in a way that the expected output does not change.
Directional Perturbing text in a way that the expected output changes.

Transformation Counterfactual Transforming to counterfactuals for a desired target concept.

Table 1: Sample of slice builders and corresponding data slices along with example use cases that can either be
used out-of-the-box or extended from Robustness Gym. → subpopulations, → transformations, → adversarial
attacks and → evaluation sets. ∗ marked are CachedOperations and the rest are SliceBuilders.

users quickly implement new ideas, minimize
boilerplate code and seamlessly integrate exist-
ing tools.

2. Consolidate evaluations (Section 3.2) and
findings for community sharing. RG users add
slices into a TestBench that can be versioned
and shared, allowing users to collaboratively
build benchmarks and track progress. For stan-
dardized reporting, RG provides Robustness
Reports that can be auto-generated from test-
benches and included in paper appendices.

We close with a discussion of how Robustness Gym
can benefit practitioners2 (Section 4), describing
how users with varying expertise – novice, inter-
mediate, expert – can evaluate a natural language
inference (NLI) model in RG.

2 The Landscape of Evaluation Tools

We describe two challenges facing evaluation today,
and situate them in the context of existing work.

2See 2 minute supplementary demo video.

2.1 Challenge 1: Idiomatic Lock-In
When practitioners decide what they want to eval-
uate, they can suffer from lock-in to a particular
idiom or type of evaluation after they adopt a tool.
Our analysis suggests that most tools and research
today serve a subset of four evaluation idioms:

1. Subpopulations. Identify subpopulations of a
dataset where the model may perform poorly.

Example: short reviews (< 50 words) in the
IMDB sentiment dataset (Maas et al., 2011).

2. Transformations. Perturb data to check that
the model responds correctly to changes.

Example: substitute words with their synonyms
in the IMDB dataset.

3. Attacks. Perturb data adversarially to exploit
weaknesses in a model.

Example: add “aabbccaa" to the end of reviews,
making the model predict positive sentiment.

4. Evaluation Sets. Use existing datasets or au-
thor examples to test generalization and perform
targeted evaluation.
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Evaluation Idiom Tools Available Research Literature (focusing on NLI)

Subpopulations
Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2017), Hard/easy sets (Gururangan et al., 2018)
Errudite (Wu et al., 2019) Compositional-sensitivity (Nie et al., 2019)

Transformations
NLPAug (Ma, 2019) Counterfactuals (Kaushik et al., 2019), Stress test (Naik et al., 2018),

Bias factors (Sanchez et al., 2018), Verb veridicality (Ross and Pavlick, 2019)

Attacks
TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020), Universal Adversarial Triggers (Wallace et al., 2019a),
OpenAttack (Zeng et al., 2020) Adversarial perturbations (Glockner et al., 2018),
Dynabench (Kiela, 2020) ANLI (Nie et al., 2020)

Evaluation Sets

SuperGLUE diagnostic sets FraCaS (Cooper et al., 1994), RTE (Dagan et al., 2005), SICK (Marelli et al., 2014),
(Wang et al., 2019) SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018),
Checklist (Ribeiro et al., 2020) HANS (McCoy et al., 2019b), Quantified NLI (Geiger et al., 2018),

MPE (Lai et al., 2017), EQUATE (Ravichander et al., 2019), DNC (Poliak et al., 2018),
ImpPres (Jeretic et al., 2020), Systematicity (Yanaka et al., 2020)
ConjNLI (Saha et al., 2020), SherLIiC (Schmitt and Schütze, 2019)

Table 2: Evaluation tools and literature, focusing on NLI as a case study. Some tools support multiple types of
evaluations, e.g., TextAttack supports both augmentations and attacks. For additional related work, see Section 5.

Example: author new movie reviews in the style
of a newspaper columnist.

We note that these idioms are not exhaustive. In
Table 2, we use this categorization to summarize
the tools and research available today, using the
well-studied natural language inference (NLI) task
as a case study. As an example, TextAttack (Mor-
ris et al., 2020) users can perform attacks, while
CheckList (Ribeiro et al., 2020) users author exam-
ples using templates, but cannot perform attacks.

Tools vary in whether they provide scaffolding to
let users build on new evaluation ideas easily. They
often provide excellent abstractions for particular
idioms, e.g., TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) scaf-
folds users to easily write new adversarial attacks.
However, no tool that we are aware of addresses
this for evaluation that cuts across multiple idioms.

All of these limitations make it difficult for prac-
titioners, who are forced to glue together a combi-
nation of tools. Each tool meets different developer
needs, and has its own abstractions and organizing
principles, which takes away time from users to
inject their own creativity and expertise into the
evaluation process.

We address these challenges with Robustness
Gym (Section 3.1), which uses an open-interface
design to support all 4 evaluation idioms, and pro-
vides a simple workflow to scaffold users.

2.2 Challenge 2: Workflow Fragmentation
As practitioners evaluate, they need to keep track
of progress and communicate findings. Evaluation
tools today let users save their progress, but pro-
vide no support for semantic versioning (Preston-
Werner, 2013) and sharing findings. This is made
more difficult when consolidating evaluations and

results across multiple tools. General-purpose data
storage solutions (McKerns et al., 2012) solve this
problem, but require significant user effort to cus-
tomize and manage.

Reporting findings can be difficult since there
is no consensus on how to report when perform-
ing evaluation across multiple idioms. To study
whether existing tools incentivize reporting, we
scraped model cards for all available Huggingface
models (Wolf et al., 2020a). Model cards (Mitchell
et al., 2019) are free-form templates for standard-
ized reporting that contain an entry for “Evalua-
tion" or “Results", but leave the decision of what
to report to the user. Huggingface provides tools
for users to create model cards when submitting
models to their model hub.

Our findings are summarized in Table 3. Only a
small fraction (6.0%) of models carry model cards
with any evaluation information. Qualitatively, we
found low consistency in how users report findings,
even for models trained on the same task. This
suggests that it remains difficult for users to report
evaluation information consistently and easily.

In Section 3.2, we describe the support that Ro-
bustness Gym provides for versioning evaluations
in testbenches, and easily exporting and reporting
findings with reports.

# Model Cards % of Models

Total 2133 64.6%
Non-empty 922 27.9%
Any evaluation info 197 6.0%

# Models 3301 100.0%

Table 3: Prevalence of evaluations in model cards on the
HuggingFace Model Hub (huggingface.co/models).

huggingface.co/models
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Figure 1: Robustness Gym system design and workflow.

3 Robustness Gym

We address the challenges highlighted in Section 2
with Robustness Gym (RG). We describe how users
can build evaluations in Section 3.1, and version
evaluations and report findings in Section 3.2. Fig-
ure 1 provides a visual depiction of the system de-
sign and workflow in RG, while Python examples
for RG are in Tables 4, 5 and 6 of the appendix.

3.1 Evaluation Workflow

As highlighted in Section 2.1, practitioners can get
locked into a single tool that supports only a few
evaluation idioms. By contrast, RG enables broad
evaluations across multiple idioms. At a high level,
RG breaks evaluation into a two-stage workflow:

1. Caching information. First, practitioners typi-
cally perform a set of common pre-processing
operations (e.g., tokenization, lemmatization)
and compute useful side information for each
example (e.g., entity disambiguation, corefer-
ence resolution, semantic parsing) using exter-
nal knowledge sources and models, which they
cache for future analysis. An example is running
the spaCy pipeline, and caching the Doc object
that is generated for downstream analysis.

A large part of practitioner effort goes into gen-
erating this side information – which can be
expensive to compute – and into standardizing
it to a format that is convenient for analysis.

RG Support. CachedOperation is an abstrac-
tion in RG to derive useful information or gen-
erate side information for each example in a

dataset by (i) letting users run common oper-
ations easily and caching the outputs of these
operations e.g., running spaCy (Honnibal et al.,
2020); (ii) storing this information alongside the
associated example so that it can be accessed
conveniently; (iii) providing a simple abstrac-
tion for users to write their own operations.

2. Building slices. Second, practitioners use the
examples’ inputs and any available cached in-
formation to build slices, which are collections
of examples used for evaluation based on any
of the 4 evaluation idioms. These slices are de-
rived from a loaded dataset by applying one of
the evaluation idioms, e.g. filtering a dataset
based on some criteria to construct a subpopula-
tion.

RG Support. SliceBuilder is an abstraction to
retrieve information for an example and cre-
ate slices of data from them by (i) providing
retrieval methods to access inputs and cached in-
formation conveniently when writing custom
code to build slices; (ii) providing special-
ized abstractions for specific evaluation idioms:
transformations, attacks and subpopulations.

Robustness Gym includes wrappers for libraries
such as TextAttack and nlpaug that provide
specialized support for constructing adversar-
ial attacks and data transformations respectively.
This allows users the ability to utilize external
libraries in a unified toolkit and workflow.

This breakdown naturally separates the process
of gathering useful information from the nuts and
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Figure 2: Robustness Report for Natural Language Inference using bert-base on SNLI.

bolts of using that information to build slices. Ta-
ble 1 contains examples of CachedOperations and
SliceBuilders that can be supported by RG.

RG relies on a common data interface provided
by the datasets library from HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2020a), which is backed by Apache Ar-
row (Foundation, 2019). This ensures that all opera-
tions in RG interoperate with HuggingFace models.

3.2 Testbenches and Reports
As highlighted in Section 2.2, users may find them-
selves consolidating evaluation results across sev-
eral tools and evaluation idioms. RG addresses
this fragmentation by providing users a TestBench
abstraction for storing and versioning evaluations,
and a Report abstraction for sharing findings.

• Versioning evaluations. Users can assemble
and version a collection of slices into a Test-
Bench, which represents a suite of evaluations.
A TestBench contains the slices created by the
user, and users can interact with a TestBench to
evaluate models and store metrics. Each Test-
Bench has an associated semantic version that
can be “bumped" as changes are made, e.g. if a
user adds a new set of slices, they can change the
version to indicate that the TestBench has been
modified.

RG tracks the provenance or history of slices,
making it easy to identify the (i) slice’s origi-
nal data source; (ii) sequence of SliceBuilders

by which a slice was created. This makes it
easy for another user to reproduce evaluations
when given a TestBench, even without the origi-
nal code. They can simply inspect the slices in
the TestBench to look at provenance information,
and use it to reproduce their evaluation process.

• Sharing findings. Users can create a Robustness
Report for any model on a TestBench (Figure 2),
or standalone reports for evaluations that are not
performed in RG, using the Report abstraction.
To incentivize standardized reporting, RG sup-
ports Standard Reports for several tasks. The
Standard Report is comprehensive, static and is
backed by a TestBench that contains slices from
all evaluation idioms. It can be generated in a
PDF or LATEX format to be added to the appendix
of a paper3. Reports reduce user burden in com-
municating findings, and make it easier to stan-
dardize reporting in the community.

RG supports an interactive Streamlit tool4 for
generating standard reports, which will be ex-
panded in the future to allow users to pick slices
based on their evaluation needs.

4 User Personas in Robustness Gym

Next, we discuss how users with varying expertise
can use RG. We describe how 3 user personas—
beginner, intermediate, and advanced—can use RG

3See Figure 3 in the appendix.
4Screenshot in Figure 4 of the appendix.
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to analyze the performance of an natural language
inference (NLI) model. In NLI, the goal is to deter-
mine whether a premise sentence entails, is neutral
to, or contradicts a hypothesis sentence.

4.1 Scenario I: Beginner User

Description. Users new to NLP and robustness,
lack knowledge to choose or write specific slices.

Example Goal. Exploratory robustness testing.

RG support:

• Visual Interface. The user creates a report with a
few clicks in the Streamlit interface5. They select
“Standard Report”, “SNLI” (dataset)6, “Ternary
Natural Language Inference” (task), “BERT-
Base” (model), and click “Generate Report”.

• Standard Reports. The Standard Report, shown
in Figure 2 provides a detailed snapshot of
various robustness tests for NLI. The tests
may include Subpopulations (e.g., HASNEGA-
TION, LEXICALOVERLAP), Transformations
(e.g., SYNONYMAUG, KEYBOARDAUG) (Ma,
2019), Attacks (TEXTATTACK) (Morris et al.,
2020; Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020), and Eval-
uation Sets (Bowman et al., 2015). The user
gleans several initial insights from this report.
For example, their model is vulnerable to typing
mistakes due to low accuracy on the KEYBOAR-
DAUG slice; the predicted class distribution col-
umn reveals that this noise causes the model to
predict contradiction more frequently than
entailment or neutral. The user is able to
easily share the generated PDF of this report.

4.2 Scenario II: Intermediate User

Description. Users familiar with NLP and robust-
ness, willing to write minimal code.

Example Goal. Explore gender bias when gen-
dered pronouns are present in the input.

RG support:

• Built-in SliceBuilders. Apply the existing HAS-
PHRASE SliceBuilder to create subpopulations
with female pronouns in the hypothesis:
subpopulations = HasPhrase([’her’, ’she’])
slices = subpopulations(snli, [’hypothesis’])

• Testbenches. Put slices into a TestBench and
make it available on GitHub for collaboration.

5See supplementary demo video for example usage.
6The Stanford Natural Languge Inference dataset (Bow-

man et al., 2015).

• Reports. Generate Robustness Reports for any
model from the TestBench.

4.3 Scenario III: Advanced User

Description. NLP experts, need to write custom
code for their task and research.

Example Goal. Evaluate whether NLI models
rely on surface-level spurious similarities between
premise and hypothesis.

RG support:

• CachedOperations. Run the spaCy pipeline for
tokenization.

• Custom SliceBuilders. Utilize the SCORESUB-
POPULATION class to construct subpopulations
with arbitrary scoring functions. Write a custom
scoring function len_diff that returns the ab-
solute difference in length between the tokenized
hypothesis and premise. Then, find examples
that score in the top 10% as follows:
s = ScoreSubpopulation(

intervals=[(’90%’,’100%’)], score_fn=len_diff)

• Transformations. Transform data using classes
such as EASYDATAAUGMENTATION (Wei and
Zou, 2019). Compose this transformation with
the custom SCORESUBPOPULATION described
earlier to create a larger slice.

• Testbench. Publish a new TestBench on GitHub
for others to reuse and refine the evaluations.

• Report. Generate a report for immediate anal-
ysis and a LATEX appendix to share results in a
research paper (see Figure 3 in appendix).

5 Related Tools and Work

We highlight additional related work for evaluation
and reporting, including work on interpretability.

Evaluation and error-analysis. Tools for eval-
uation and error analysis support users in under-
standing where their models fail. In contrast to
RG, existing tools support only a subset of eval-
uations and analyses. Errudite (Wu et al., 2019),
Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2017) support subpopula-
tions, TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) adversarial
attacks, nlpaug (Ma, 2019) transformations, and
CrossCheck (Arendt et al., 2020), Manifold (Zhang
et al., 2018) focus on visualization and analysis for
model comparison.

Interpretability. Tools for interpretability enable
a better understanding of model behavior. These
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tools serve complementary objectives to Robust-
ness Gym, e.g., explaining why a model makes a
certain prediction, rather than performing broad
evaluations. Tools include the recent Language
Interpretability Tool (LIT) (Tenney et al., 2020),
IBM’s AI Explainability 360 (Arya et al., 2019),
AllenNLP Interpret (Wallace et al., 2019b), Inter-
pretML (Nori et al., 2019), Manifold (Zhang et al.,
2018), Pytorch Captum (Narine Kokhlikyan and
Reblitz-Richardson), DiCE (Mothilal et al., 2020),
What-if (Wexler et al., 2019), FairVis (Cabrera
et al., 2019), and FairSight (Ahn and Lin, 2019).
Many of these tools focus on interactive visualiza-
tion, which limits their scope to interpreting small
numbers of examples and makes their use suscepti-
ble to subjectivity and selection bias. By contrast,
Robustness Gym can scale to large datasets, while
testbenches ensure reproducibility of analyses.

6 Conclusion

We introduced Robustness Gym, an evaluation
toolkit that supports a broad set of evaluation id-
ioms, and can be used for collaboratively building
and sharing evaluations and results. Robustness
Gym is under active development and we welcome
feedback and contributions from the community.
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A Appendix

Code. We provide example code snippets for Ro-
bustness Gym in Tables 4 (CachedOperation), 5
(SliceBuilder), and 6 (TestBench, Report), below.

LATEX Report. Figure 3 is an example of a report
generated in a LATEX format. The code for the
figure was auto-generated and the figure was simply
included in the appendix.

Streamlit Application. Figure 4 is a screenshot of
our streamlit application for generating standard
reports.
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Goal Code Snippet

C
ac

hi
ng

Create

Create Spacy cached operation

spacy = Spacy()

Create Stanza cached operation

stanza = Stanza()

Create a custom cached opera-
tion

cachedop = CachedOperation(
apply_fn=my_custom_fn,
identifier=Identifier(’MyCustomOp’),

)

Run a cached operation

dataset = cachedop(dataset, columns)

Retrieve

Retrieve all Spacy info cached

Spacy.retrieve(dataset, columns)

Retrieve Spacy tokens

Spacy.retrieve(batch, columns, ’tokens’)

Retrieve Stanza entities

Stanza.retrieve(
batch,
columns,
Stanza.entities

)

Retrieve any cached operation
info after processing

CachedOperation.retrieve(
batch,
columns,
my_proc_fn,
’MyCustomOp’

)

Table 4: Code for the CachedOperation abstraction in Robustness Gym.
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Goal Code Snippet

Sl
ic

e
B

ui
ld

in
g

Subpopulations

Create a subpopulation that gen-
erates three slices based on raw
lengths in [0, 10], [10, 20] and
[20,∞)

length_sp = Length(
[(0, 10), (10, 20), (20, np.inf)]

)

Create a subpopulation that gen-
erates two slices based on bot-
tom 10% and top 10% length
percentiles

length_sp = Length(
[(’0%’, ’10%’), (’90%’, ’100%’)]

)

Create a custom subpopulation
by binning the outputs of a scor-
ing function custom_sp = ScoreSubpopulation(

[(’0%’, ’10%’), (’90%’, ’100%’)],
my_scoring_fn

)

Transformations

Create EasyDataAugmentation

eda = EasyDataAugmentation()

Create any NlpAug transforma-
tion

nlpaug_trans = NlpAugTransformation(
pipeline=nlpaug_pipeline

)

Create a custom transformation

custom_trans = Transformation(
Identifier(’MyTransformation’),
my_transformation_fn

)

Attacks

Create TextAttack recipe

attack = TextAttack.from_recipe(recipe, model)

Evaluation Sets

Create a slice from a dataset

sl = Slice(dataset)

Slice Builders

Run any SliceBuilder

dataset, slices, membership = slicebuilder(
batch_or_dataset=dataset,
columns=columns,

)

Table 5: Code for the SliceBuilder abstraction in Robustness Gym.
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Goal Code Snippet

R
ep

or
tin

g

Testbench

Create a testbench

testbench = TestBench(
identifier=Identifier(’MyTestBench’),
version=’0.1.0’

)

Add slices to testbench

testbench.add_slices(slices)

Fuzzy search testbench for slices

top_k_matched_slices = testbench.search(’len’)

Bump testbench minor version

testbench.bump_minor()

Save and load a testbench

testbench.save(path)
testbench.load(path)

Report

Evaluate model on slices and
generate report

testbench.create_report(model)

Create a custom report

report = Report(
dataframe_with_metrics,
report_columns,

)

Generate figure from report

figure = report.figure()

Generate LATEXreport

latex = report.latex()

Table 6: Code for the TestBench and Report abstractions in Robustness Gym.
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Figure 3: Robustness report for textattack/bert-base-uncased-snli model on SNLI dataset. The report lays out scores
for each evaluation, broken out by category. Citations: (Chen et al., 2019; Naik et al., 2018; McCoy et al., 2019a;
Wei and Zou, 2019; Ma, 2019; Bowman et al., 2015).

Note: the LATEX figure and caption above is auto-generated using “report.latex()".

Figure 4: Screenshot of our interactive Streamlit application for creating standard reports. Users can choose a
task, dataset and model on the left side, and a standard report spanning all 4 evaluation idioms – subpopulations,
transformations, attacks and evaluation sets – is auto-generated on the right side.


